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a) Dipole moment

c) Susceptibitity
' b) polarization

d) Atomic polarizabitity

b) Current per unit Area
d) Charge per unit length

b) Area of the loop

d) Magnetic fietd

b) Paramagnetism

d) All of thb above
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SECTION -A
(choose the correct answer. Each bunch carries a weightage of 1).
f . i) In the equation p = qE, s is

ii) Tryo m.et3rsolrgg_s3f radii R, and R. are charged to the same potentiar. Theratio of charges on the spheres 'lv 'rv ve' 
' 'v 

',L'tsl
a){R,'{R, b) R2r, R'n c) R,: R, d) R3rr Rte

iii) Volume current density is
a) Current per unit Volume

c) Current per unit length

iv) A soap bubble is negativefy charged. tts radius
a) Decreases b) fncreases
c) Remains uncharged d) Cannot be predicted (W = 1)

2' i) A current carrying loop is placed in a uniform magnetic field. The torqueacting on it doesnot depend on
a) Shape of the loop

c) Value of current

ii) Domain formation is the necessaryfeature of
a) Diamagnetism

c) Ferromagnetism
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, iii) The radius of curvature of the path of a charged particle in uniform magnetic
field is directly proportionalto

;' a) Charge b) Momentumof thepafticle

c) .Energy of the particle d) Intensity of the lield

. iv) lf a medium of dielectric constant K > 1 is introduced in a region, electric
field E.

a) Increased K times b) Reduced by a factor K

c) Not affected d) None of the given (W = 1)

SECTION _ B

(Answerany six questions. Each question carries a weightage of 1).

3. What is physical definition of divergence of a vector field ?

4. What is meant by irrotationalfield ?

5. Write down the advantage of potbntialformulation in electrostatics.

6. Write down Poisson's equation.

7. Give Clausius-Mossoti formula.

8. What is meant by polarization of a dielectric ?
- 9. What is Lorentz tsrce ?

10. State Biot-Savart law in vector form. (6x1=$)

SECTION _ C

(Answerany ninequestions. Each question carries a weightage of 2). o
11. Show that (A x B) x C is not equal to A x (B x C).

12. Find the area of a parallelogram formed by A=2i+ 3jand B=4'!-2k.

13. Findthepotential insideaspherical shell of radius0.l m,uniformlycharged
with 100pC.

14. Two charges 4pC and SpC are at the corners of an equilateraltriangle of side
30 cm. Find the electric field at the third corner.

15. A charge of 1OpC is 0.5 m above a large block of a linear dielectric material of
susceptibility 6. Find the force on the charge and its direction.
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16' A part of long wire carrying a current of 1A is bent into a semicircle of radius 1 cm.Find the field at the centre of the semicircle.

17. Derive Gauss's law in differential form.

1B' A sphere of linear diefectric material is placed on an originally uniform electricfield Eo' Find the new field inside the sphere, if the dielectric constant is K.

19. Calcutate the work done by the force F=2i+2j+10kN in moving an object' through a displacement of +?+si-k m. Also find the component of the force
acting along the direction of dispfacement.

20' Prove that the normal component of electric field is discontinuous at any boundaryof a charged sur-facb.

21' Two identical drops are charged to the same potential V. Find the new potentiat
if they coalesce into one drop.

22' A solenoid of length 20 cmand radius 1 cm and containing 200 turns carries a-current ot 2A' Cafculate the magnetic induction at the centJr;[; calcutate the
magnetic moment of the solenoid. (gx2=1g)

SECTION _ D
(Answerany onequestion. Carries a weightage of 4).

2g' Derive an expression for the magnetic field intensity of on the axis of a circularcoil carrying current i. prot the fierd against distance.

24' Shorry that electric field is negative gradient of electric potential and obtain
Poisson's and Laprace's equations. ( 1x4=4)


